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Generative AI 

What should tax 
directors be thinking 
about? 

 

 

Tax transformation 

Building an effective tax 
technology roadmap 

Deloitte UK tax experts set out a 
framework for integrating GenAI within 
the tax function, explore GenAI’s broader 
capabilities and potential applications, 
and address risks and the importance of a 
longer-term strategy. 

 

Today, tax is not just about number-
crunching. It has evolved into a data-rich, 
insight-generating powerhouse. A 
Deloitte US article outlines three steps to 
build a tech-enabled roadmap to guide 
tax technology transformations. 

READ MORE   READ MORE  

 

 

 
Germany 
Mandatory e-invoicing 
for domestic B2B 
transactions 

 

 

Saudi Arabia 
ZATCA increasing 
number of tax audits 

The business tax reform bill (the Growth 
Opportunity Act), which introduces 
mandatory electronic invoicing for 
domestic business-to-business 
transactions as from 1 January 2025, has 
been signed into law by the president. 

 

The Zakat, Tax, and Customs Authority 
has initiated tax audits on hundreds of 
taxpayers across Saudi Arabia, focusing 
on VAT and real estate transaction tax. 
Larger VAT taxpayers can typically expect 
an audit once every one to three years. 

READ MORE   READ MORE  
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Australia Major updates to export controls law 

Australia Top 1000 assurance:  
Cohort change and differentiated approach by ATO 

Cambodia Guidance on tax incentives for education sector issued by MEF 
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India Scheme to promote local manufacture of electric passenger cars 
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Malaysia Guide available on transition of standard service tax rate from 6% to 8% 

Malaysia Guide available on service tax treatment of logistics services 

Malaysia Guide available on change in service tax rate for digital services provided 
by FRPs 

Malaysia Guide available on service tax treatment of maintenance and repair 
services 

Malaysia Overview of recent amendments to service tax legislation and 
regulations 

Malaysia Update on new service tax policies and FAQs 

New Zealand Comprehensive GST grouping guidance released 

New Zealand GST on digital platforms now in force 

New Zealand Are electric vehicles falling out of favor? 

New Zealand Preparing businesses for the NZ-EU free trade agreement 

Poland VAT rate for beauty-related services reduced 

Poland CJEU rules output tax may be corrected without need to reimburse end 
customers 

Poland Draft amendments to KSeF published for consultation 

Switzerland Upcoming VAT changes: Annual VAT reporting considerations 

Switzerland Upcoming VAT changes: Considerations for travel agent services and 
cultural events 

Thailand Extension of VAT exemption for digital asset trading 

United Kingdom Tax Administration and Maintenance Day 2024 
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over 90 countries, visit tax@hand or download 
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